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  Principles of Management David S. Bright,Anastasia H. Cortes,Eva
Hartmann,2023-05-16 Black & white print. Principles of Management is designed
to meet the scope and sequence requirements of the introductory course on
management. This is a traditional approach to management using the leading,
planning, organizing, and controlling approach. Management is a broad
business discipline, and the Principles of Management course covers many
management areas such as human resource management and strategic management,
as well as behavioral areas such as motivation. No one individual can be an
expert in all areas of management, so an additional benefit of this text is
that specialists in a variety of areas have authored individual chapters.
  The Fingerprint U. S. Department Justice,2014-08-02 The idea of The
Fingerprint Sourcebook originated during a meeting in April 2002. Individuals
representing the fingerprint, academic, and scientific communities met in
Chicago, Illinois, for a day and a half to discuss the state of fingerprint
identification with a view toward the challenges raised by Daubert issues.
The meeting was a joint project between the International Association for
Identification (IAI) and West Virginia University (WVU). One recommendation
that came out of that meeting was a suggestion to create a sourcebook for
friction ridge examiners, that is, a single source of researched information
regarding the subject. This sourcebook would provide educational, training,
and research information for the international scientific community.
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  Code Charles Petzold,2022-08-02 The classic guide to how computers work,
updated with new chapters and interactive graphics For me, Code was a
revelation. It was the first book about programming that spoke to me. It
started with a story, and it built up, layer by layer, analogy by analogy,
until I understood not just the Code, but the System. Code is a book that is
as much about Systems Thinking and abstractions as it is about code and
programming. Code teaches us how many unseen layers there are between the
computer systems that we as users look at every day and the magical silicon
rocks that we infused with lightning and taught to think. - Scott Hanselman,
Partner Program Director, Microsoft, and host of Hanselminutes Computers are
everywhere, most obviously in our laptops and smartphones, but also our cars,
televisions, microwave ovens, alarm clocks, robot vacuum cleaners, and other
smart appliances. Have you ever wondered what goes on inside these devices to
make our lives easier but occasionally more infuriating? For more than 20
years, readers have delighted in Charles Petzold's illuminating story of the
secret inner life of computers, and now he has revised it for this new age of
computing. Cleverly illustrated and easy to understand, this is the book that
cracks the mystery. You'll discover what flashlights, black cats, seesaws,
and the ride of Paul Revere can teach you about computing, and how human
ingenuity and our compulsion to communicate have shaped every electronic
device we use. This new expanded edition explores more deeply the bit-by-bit
and gate-by-gate construction of the heart of every smart device, the central
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processing unit that combines the simplest of basic operations to perform the
most complex of feats. Petzold's companion website, CodeHiddenLanguage.com,
uses animated graphics of key circuits in the book to make computers even
easier to comprehend. In addition to substantially revised and updated
content, new chapters include: Chapter 18: Let's Build a Clock! Chapter 21:
The Arithmetic Logic Unit Chapter 22: Registers and Busses Chapter 23: CPU
Control Signals Chapter 24: Jumps, Loops, and Calls Chapter 28: The World
Brain From the simple ticking of clocks to the worldwide hum of the internet,
Code reveals the essence of the digital revolution.
  A Century of Innovation 3M Company,2002 A compilation of 3M voices,
memories, facts and experiences from the company's first 100 years.
  Speculative Everything Anthony Dunne,Fiona Raby,2013-12-06 How to use
design as a tool to create not only things but ideas, to speculate about
possible futures. Today designers often focus on making technology easy to
use, sexy, and consumable. In Speculative Everything, Anthony Dunne and Fiona
Raby propose a kind of design that is used as a tool to create not only
things but ideas. For them, design is a means of speculating about how things
could be—to imagine possible futures. This is not the usual sort of
predicting or forecasting, spotting trends and extrapolating; these kinds of
predictions have been proven wrong, again and again. Instead, Dunne and Raby
pose “what if” questions that are intended to open debate and discussion
about the kind of future people want (and do not want). Speculative
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Everything offers a tour through an emerging cultural landscape of design
ideas, ideals, and approaches. Dunne and Raby cite examples from their own
design and teaching and from other projects from fine art, design,
architecture, cinema, and photography. They also draw on futurology,
political theory, the philosophy of technology, and literary fiction. They
show us, for example, ideas for a solar kitchen restaurant; a flypaper
robotic clock; a menstruation machine; a cloud-seeding truck; a phantom-limb
sensation recorder; and devices for food foraging that use the tools of
synthetic biology. Dunne and Raby contend that if we speculate more—about
everything—reality will become more malleable. The ideas freed by speculative
design increase the odds of achieving desirable futures.
  Multimedia Tay Vaughan,1996 Thoroughly updated for newnbsp;breakthroughs in
multimedia nbsp; The internationally bestselling Multimedia: Making it Work
has been fully revised and expanded to cover the latest technological
advances in multimedia. You will learn to plan and manage multimedia
projects, from dynamic CD-ROMs and DVDs to professional websites. Each
chapter includes step-by-step instructions, full-color illustrations and
screenshots, self-quizzes, and hands-on projects. nbsp;
  Math in Society David Lippman,2012-09-07 Math in Society is a survey of
contemporary mathematical topics, appropriate for a college-level topics
course for liberal arts major, or as a general quantitative reasoning
course.This book is an open textbook; it can be read free online at
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http://www.opentextbookstore.com/mathinsociety/. Editable versions of the
chapters are available as well.
  Providing the Means of War ,2005
  Taking Your Talent to the Web Jeffrey Zeldman,2001 This is an explicit and
detailed guide, an intelligent how-to book for professionals. It lays the
groundwork and creates context by exploring essential concepts, defines terms
that may be new or unfamiliar, and then moves forward with practical software
techniques. All the while it is building on the existing knowledge and
experience of its professional design audience. Taking Your Talent to the Web
is based on the Populi Curriculum in Web Communications Design, developed by
Jeffrey Zeldman in cooperation with Populi, Inc., (www.populi.com) and the
Pratt Institute. The book's purpose is to guide traditional art directors and
print designers as they expand their existing careers to include the new
field of professional Web Design.
  Principles of Management 3.0 Talya Bauer,Jeremy Short,Berrin Erdogan,Mason
Carpenter,2017
  Mindstorms Seymour A Papert,2020-10-06 In this revolutionary book, a
renowned computer scientist explains the importance of teaching children the
basics of computing and how it can prepare them to succeed in the ever-
evolving tech world. Computers have completely changed the way we teach
children. We have Mindstorms to thank for that. In this book, pioneering
computer scientist Seymour Papert uses the invention of LOGO, the first
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child-friendly programming language, to make the case for the value of
teaching children with computers. Papert argues that children are more than
capable of mastering computers, and that teaching computational processes
like de-bugging in the classroom can change the way we learn everything else.
He also shows that schools saturated with technology can actually improve
socialization and interaction among students and between students and
teachers. Technology changes every day, but the basic ways that computers can
help us learn remain. For thousands of teachers and parents who have sought
creative ways to help children learn with computers, Mindstorms is their
bible.
  Human-Machine Reconfigurations Lucille Alice Suchman,2007 Publisher
description
  About Face Alan Cooper,Robert Reimann,David Cronin,Christopher
Noessel,2014-09-02 The essential interaction design guide, fully revised and
updated for the mobile age About Face: The Essentials of Interaction Design,
Fourth Edition is the latest update to the book that shaped and evolved the
landscape of interaction design. This comprehensive guide takes the worldwide
shift to smartphones and tablets into account. New information includes
discussions on mobile apps, touch interfaces, screen size considerations, and
more. The new full-color interior and unique layout better illustrate modern
design concepts. The interaction design profession is blooming with the
success of design-intensive companies, priming customers to expect design as
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a critical ingredient of marketplace success. Consumers have little tolerance
for websites, apps, and devices that don't live up to their expectations, and
the responding shift in business philosophy has become widespread. About Face
is the book that brought interaction design out of the research labs and into
the everyday lexicon, and the updated Fourth Edition continues to lead the
way with ideas and methods relevant to today's design practitioners and
developers. Updated information includes: Contemporary interface,
interaction, and product design methods Design for mobile platforms and
consumer electronics State-of-the-art interface recommendations and up-to-
date examples Updated Goal-Directed Design methodology Designers and
developers looking to remain relevant through the current shift in consumer
technology habits will find About Face to be a comprehensive, essential
resource.
  Essentials of Business Communication Mary Ellen Guffey,2004 This text-
workbook is a streamlined, no-nonsense approach to business communication. It
takes a three-in-one approach: (1) text, (2) practical workbook, and (3)
self-teaching grammar/mechanics handbook. The chapters reinforce basic
writing skills, then apply these skills to a variety of memos, letters,
reports, and resumes. This new edition features increased coverage of
contemporary business communication issues including oral communication,
electronic forms of communication, diversity and ethics.
  The Art and Craft of Problem Solving Paul Zeitz,2017 This text on
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mathematical problem solving provides a comprehensive outline of
problemsolving-ology, concentrating on strategy and tactics. It discusses a
number of standard mathematical subjects such as combinatorics and calculus
from a problem solver's perspective.
  A Pocket Style Manual Diana Hacker,2004 Clarity, grammar, punctuation and
mechanics, research sources, MLA, APA, Chicago, and usage/grammatical terms.
  Making Futures Pelle Ehn,Elisabet M. Nilsson,Richard Topgaard,2014-10-31
This book describes experiments in innovation, design, and democracy,
undertaken largely by grassroots organizations, non-governmental
organizations, and multi-ethnic working-class neighborhoods. These stories
challenge the dominant perception of what constitutes successful innovations.
They recount efforts at social innovation, opening the production process,
challenging the creative class, and expanding the public sphere. The cases
considered include a collective of immigrant women who perform collaborative
services, the development of an open-hardware movement, grassroots
journalism, and hip-hop performances on city buses. They point to the
possibility of democratized innovation that goes beyond solo entrepreneurship
and crowdsourcing in the service of corporations to include multiple futures
imagined and made locally by often-marginalized publics.
  Effects of Light on Materials in Collections Terry T. Schaeffer,2001-08-16
The impact of light on works of art and archival materials has long been an
issue of concern to conservators and other museum professionals, yet the
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literature on this subject has never been systematically reviewed. This
volume fills that gap by providing a survey of the impact of exposure to
light with an emphasis on photoflash and reprographic sources. The
information provided will assist the professional audience, especially
conservators and collections managers, in assessing the risk to art and
archival objects of such exposures. The text surveys relevant photophysical
and photochemical principles, photometric and radiometric measurement, and
the spectral outputs of several light sources. Materials discussed include
colorants and natural fibers; pulp, paper, and wood; natural and synthetic
polymers; fluorescent whitening agents; photographic and reprographic
materials; and objects containing combinations of materials. Approximations
and assumptions used in the evaluation process are discussed in some detail,
with examples of the different types of calculations. The Research in
Conservation reference series presents the findings of research conducted by
the Getty Conservation Institute and its individual and institutional
research partners, as well as state-of-the-art reviews of conservation
literature. Each volume covers a topic of current interest to conservators
and conservation scientists.
  Fundamentals of Franchising Joseph J. Fittante (Jr.),Ronald K.
Gardner,2016-12-01 Written specifically to help lawyers and non-lawyers brush
up on franchise law, this respected publication - now in its fourth edition -
is charged with useful definitions, practical tips, and expert advice from
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experienced franchise law practitioners. This practical guide examines
franchise law from a wide-range of experiences and viewpoints. Each chapter
is written by two experienced practitioners to provide a well-rounded guide
to the fundamentals of franchise law and key issues in the practice,
including trademark law; structuring the franchise relationship; disclosure
issues; registration; franchise relationship laws; antitrust law; counseling
franchisees; and more.
  Fundamentals of Information Technology Bharihoke,2009 The third edition of
Fundamentals of Information Technology is a 'must have' book not only for BCA
and MBA students, but also for all those who want to strengthen their
knowledge of computers. The additional chapter on MS Office is a
comprehensive study on MS Word, MS Excel and other components of the package.
This book is packed with expert advice from eminent IT professionals, in-
depth analyses and practical examples. It presents a detailed functioning of
hardware components besides covering the software concepts. A broad overview
of Computer architecture, Data representation in the computer, Operating
systems, Database management systems, Programming languages, etc., has also
been included. An additional chapter on Mobile Computing and other state-of-
the-art innovations in the IT world have been incorporated. Not only that,
the latest Internet technologies have also been covered in detail.One should
use this book to acquire computer literacy in terms of how data is
represented in a computer, how hardware devices are integrated to get the
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desired results, how the computer can be networked for interchanging data and
establishing communication.Each chapter is followed by a number of review
questions.
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In an electronic era where connections and knowledge reign supreme, the
enchanting power of language has become more apparent than ever. Its power to
stir emotions, provoke thought, and instigate transformation is truly
remarkable. This extraordinary book, aptly titled "Xorax Html Album Maker
13a," compiled by a highly acclaimed author, immerses readers in a
captivating exploration of the significance of language and its profound
affect our existence. Throughout this critique, we shall delve into the book
is central themes, evaluate its unique writing style, and assess its overall
influence on its readership.
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the middle east ethics
international - May 12
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web towards a westphalia
for the middle east
presents an original
historical perspective
that builds on the
similarities and
parallels that exist
between the thirty years
war and the contemporary
conflict in the middle
east much like the
thirty years war the
current conflict in the
middle east is
characterized by great
complexity
towards a westphalia for
the middle east google

books - Aug 03 2022
web feb 1 2019   this
book argues that the
history of westphalia
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resolving the new long
wars in the middle east
today
towards a westphalia for
the middle east book
review - Oct 05 2022
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the middle east book
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cite all the research
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middle east yıl 2019
cilt 16 sayı 64 165 167
01 12 2019 menderes kurt
doi org 10 33458
uidergisi 653037 Öz
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önerisi çoğunlukla 1648
westfalya barış
middle east matters
israel s judicial reform
a country on the - Feb
26 2022
web sep 13 2023   the
latter has split israel
in two ever since it
announced plans to

reform the country s
judicial system which
would see the supreme
court weakened we speak
to yuval shany professor
from the
towards a westphalia for
the middle east - Nov 06
2022
web jan 14 2019  
towards a westphalia for
the middle east provides
a current and nuanced
perspective on crises in
the region while
illustrating that hope
for diplomacy is not
entirely exhausted
towards a westphalia for
the middle east
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brendan simms towards a
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volume 16 issue 64 165
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6 11 am pdt listen 3 05
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aimed at connecting them
via a network of
railways and sea
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Mar 30 2022
web the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your brain and
its politics lakoff
george amazon sg books
the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide t cornelia - Dec
27 2021
web the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide t can be taken as
well as picked to act
cognition thomas a
farmer 2019 01 14 the
study of human cognitive
processes provides
insight into why we act
or react and can help us
predict future behaviors
in cognition authors

thomas farmer and
margaret matlin present
an engaging
the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your brain and
- Aug 03 2022
web in the political
mind george lakoff
explains why originally
published in hardcover
under title political
mind why you can t
understand 21st century
politics with an 18th
century brain by viking
in 2008 with a new
preface cover
the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your brain -
May 12 2023

web may 29 2008   a
groundbreaking
scientific examination
of the way our brains
understand politics from
a new york times
bestselling author one
of the world s best
known linguists and
cognitive
the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your - Sep 04
2022
web a groundbreaking
scientific examination
of the way our brains
understand politics from
a new york times
bestselling author one
of the world s best
known linguists and
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cognitive scientists
george lakoff has a
knack for making science
make sense for general
readers
buy the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your - Jul 02
2022
web amazon in buy the
political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your brain and
its politics book online
at best prices in india
on amazon in read the
political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your brain and
its politics book
reviews author details
and more at amazon in

free delivery on
qualified orders
the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your brain and
- Feb 09 2023
web the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your brain and
its politics george
lakoff a groundbreaking
scientific examination
of the way our brains
understand politics from
a new york times
bestselling author one
of the world s best
known linguists and
cognitive scientists
george
the political mind a
cognitive scientist s

guide to your brain -
Jul 14 2023
web the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your brain and
its politics lakoff
george amazon com tr
kitap
the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your brain -
Apr 30 2022
web a groundbreaking
scientific examination
of the way our brains
understand politics from
a new york times
bestselling author one
of the world s best
known linguists and
cognitive scientists
george lakoff has a
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knack for making science
make sense for general
readers
the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your brain -
Jun 13 2023
web jun 2 2009   the
political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your brain and
its politics lakoff
george 9780143115687
amazon com books books
the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your brain -
Jan 28 2022
web jun 23 2009   the
political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your brain and

its politics email in
conversation with ian
masters host of
background briefing on
kpfk 90 7 fm tuesday
june 23 2009 01 22 07
aloud listen play pause
the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your brain -
Jun 01 2022
web the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your brain and
its politics lakoff
george amazon com au
books skip to main
content politics
philosophy social
sciences the political
mind a cognitive
scientist s guide to

your brain and its
politics 4 4 out of 5
stars
the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your brain -
Oct 05 2022
web a groundbreaking
scientific examination
of the way our brains
understand politics from
a new york times
bestselling authorone of
the world s best known
linguists and cognitive
scientists george lakoff
has a knack for making
science make sense for
general readers
moodle usp e disciplinas
- Feb 26 2022
web moodle usp e
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disciplinas
the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your brain -
Mar 10 2023
web jun 2 2009   a
groundbreaking
scientific examination
of the way our brains
understand politics from
a new york times
bestselling author one
of the world s best
known linguists and
cognitive scientists
george lakoff has a
knack for making science
make sense for general
readers
the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to yo - Jan 08

2023
web may 29 2008   1 275
ratings163 reviews a
groundbreaking
scientific examination
of the way our brains
understand politics from
a new york times
bestselling author one
of the world s best
known linguists and
cognitive scientists
george lakoff has a
knack for making science
make sense for general
readers
pdf the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your - Aug 15
2023
web contents preface
introduction brain

change and social change
part i how the brain
shapes the political
mind chapter 1 anna
nicole on the brain
chapter 2 the political
unconscious chapter 3
the brain s role in
family values chapter 4
the brain s role in
political ideologies
part ii political
challenges for the
twenty first century
mind
the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide t - Apr 11 2023
web the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide t the reckless
mind intellectuals in
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politics jan 30 2021
european history of the
past century is full of
examples of philosophers
writers and scholars who
supported or excused the
worst tyrannies of the
age how was this
possible
the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your brain -
Dec 07 2022
web buy the political
mind a cognitive
scientist s guide to
your brain and its
politics reprint by
lakoff george isbn
8601405071958 from
amazon s book store
everyday low prices and

free delivery on
eligible orders
the political mind a
cognitive scientist s
guide to your brain -
Nov 06 2022
web aug 19 2012   one of
the world s best known
linguists and cognitive
scientists george lakoff
has a knack for making
science make sense for
general readers in his
new book lakoff spells
out what cognitive
science has discovered
about reason and reveals
that human reason is far
more interesting than we
thought it was
animal report outline
graphic organizer

teaching resources - Dec
08 2022
web this resource will
help your first grade
students write an animal
report it includes a
graphic organizer
sentence frame outline
and links to free online
resources the report can
be edited and published
in a variety of ways
children s work samples
are included
graphic organizer animal
research teaching
resources tpt - Sep 05
2022
web animal graphic
organizer animal
research activity poster
animal report created by
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happy teacher happy
students this animal
graphic organizer can be
used with any animal and
pairs perfectly with an
animal research project
this animal research
poster can be completed
with illustrations
sentences or a
combination of both
animal report writing
template science primary
resources - Jul 03 2022
web it s ideal for
children to support
their topic on living
things in their
environment it features
an easy to use animal
report writing template
which enables children

to choose an animal
research it thoroughly
and write down
interesting facts about
it
teach students to write
animal reports what i
have learned - Aug 04
2022
web it s packed with
differentiated graphic
organizers animal report
templates various
options as well as other
useful items by taking
advantage of this
versatile resource your
students will be able to
explore their favorite
animals in a unique way
animal report summary
graphic organizer

exploring nature - Jul
15 2023
web to create an animal
report summary or short
report use the following
graphic organizers go to
the animal section to
research your animal
then either print out a
picture of your animal
from there or the
coloring animals section
animal report for any
animal what i have
learned - Apr 12 2023
web research graphic
organizers the animal
report resource includes
many graphic organizers
that students can use
for note taking while
reading about a variety
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of animals these four
are just a sample of the
graphic organizers
available for students
most of them come lined
and unlined
animal reports graphic
organizer teaching
resources tpt - Mar 11
2023
web these animal
research report graphic
organizers are perfect
these are blank
templates to be used
with any animal included
in this set 3 different
cover pages have the
children research each
of the presidents and
combine them into a book
9different graphic

organizers my animal
animal facts unique
facts animal
characteristics
results for graphic
organizer for animal
report tpt - Oct 06 2022
web primary students
love to research and
learn about animals use
the graphic organizers
and mini books in this
resource to encourage
the love of animal
research and reports you
receive graphic
organizers webs and mini
books for 44 common
animals an easel version
is also included
animal report writing
template animal

information writing -
Feb 27 2022
web there are 25 animal
report writing templates
included each animal
research template will
help your students to
stay organized and
focused the graphic
organizers and sentence
starters are a lifesaver
for young writers your
students will love
choosing an animal
labeling its physical
characteristics and then
writing interesting
sentences
animal report graphic
organizers enchanted
learning - Jun 14 2023
web for a page on how to
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write a dinosaur report
click here for animal
information pages click
here printouts useful
for preparing for an
animal report simple
animal report worksheet
draw the animal then
write about the animal s
anatomy diet where it
lives and interesting
facts animal report
chart printout
how to write an animal
report national
geographic kids - Feb 10
2023
web 1a belugas range in
size from 13 to 20 feet
4 to 6 1 m in length 2a
belugas are born gray or
brown they fade to white

at around five years old
3a some arctic belugas
migrate south in large
write a remarkable
animal report easily
with help - May 01 2022
web by using our animal
report graphic
organizers your student
can easily organize
information and create a
remarkable report in no
time our graphic
organizers help organize
all the data collected
about each animal they
decide to study then our
guided outlines allow
them to structure their
report with ease
animal research report
graphic organizer

classful - Mar 31 2022
web it s perfect for
both literacy and
science lessons about
animals book reports or
reading lessons with
informational text
included you will find
two variations of a
single page report and
eight additional pages
to use individually or
as a booklet type report
top 10 animal themed
graphic organizers
teachervision - Jan 29
2022
web most teachers
reinforce students
skills and understanding
with graphic organizers
this collection of our
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32

top 10 animal graphic
organizers will help
your class master
concepts and communicate
their knowledge new
teachers will find this
resource particularly
valuable because they
can get a quick overview
of the best resources
animal report graphic
organizer the biology
corner - Jan 09 2023
web graphic organizer
for creating a report
about an animal of your
choice includes sections
about habitat diet
reproduction
adapatations relatives
and interesting facts
animal research report

graphic organizer
worksheets tpt - Dec 28
2021
web this template
includes a graphic
organizer and blank book
pages for an animal book
report students can use
the organizer to record
their research they can
transfer the information
and publish it into the
book report
writing an animal report
plus rubric
enchantedlearning com -
Nov 07 2022
web graphic organizers
can help students think
about and list the major
topics that will be
researched and covered

in an animal report
getting started first
get to know about your
animal
animal report graphic
organizer education
extras - May 13 2023
web animal report
graphic organizer animal
name what it looks like
what it eats where it
lives height weight
color features
continents countries
habitat how it travels
sounds it makes how it
lives alone in groups
how it affects people
interesting facts pet
work animal used as food
used as clothing
animal research graphic
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organizer all kids
network - Jun 02 2022
web animal research
graphic organizer 46 197
visits use this graphic
organizer to do research
an animal of your
choosing this printable
includes a bunch of
simple questions to
answer and a place to
draw a picture of your
animal download
graphic organizer
templates for animal
research - Aug 16 2023

web apr 2 2020   grab
these 3 free graphic
organizer templates for
planning an animal
research powerpoint or
paper choose the
template that works best
for your students meet
the authors
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